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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of the electron density n(r) and potential

energy V(r) near an Impurity of charge Z is studied in the linear

response theory of metals with exchange and correlation. The leading

two terms in n ,,{r) and the first three terms in V ,,(r) are the
odd odd

same as in the Lindhard theory , but corrections appear in the higher

terms of the odd powers expansions of these functions. In all

quantum linear response theories, the derivative n (0) = - 2 Z n /a«

where n 0 is the free electron gas density and a_ is the Bohr radius.
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1)
In an earlier paper hereafter referred to as I, Adawi considered the

"behaviour of the screening charge density, and the electron potential energy

near an impurity in a metal lay using the Lindhard dielectric function for a

degenerate electron gas , This note deals with extending the results to include

exchange and correlation corrections. We shall find that all the terms calculated

in I are correct , and ve need here to give the first term in which exchange and

correlation effects appear.

The static dielectric function <£ (JJ) for the wave vector <j_ in

atomic units (e =-fi = m = l) is ,

-I

(2)

The function y(s) i s usually denoted by 0(a\ the local field correction to
2)

account for exchange and correlation » Singwi and coworkers give a lengthy

expression for G (E^_(22) of Ref,2) „ while Hub"bard approximated G by
1 p ? ? —1 1
— q (q + k,,) . Wftat we wil l actually need is Y(" ) which is r* i n both of
2 f h)
these approximations and could be different in other approximations

For a point charge Z located at the origin, the Fourier transforms

of the electron screening charge density ti(jj) and the potential energy

are

- I

(3)

91- L i 4(i-?)S

We shall now develop the asymptotic expansions of n(q) and V(q) to deduce

some aspects of the behaviour of n(^) and V{^) near the origin.

Since n (r̂ ) is spherically symmetric we have

if-r «, r°
r dr
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which for large q gives the asymptotic expansion,

S/T ~ 3

The asymptotic expansions of £ , n(q) and V(q) from Eqs.(2)-(lt) are

L 5 -

(6)

(7)

(S)

It is unfortunate that this asymptotic method does not reveal the even

powers in the expansion of n and V. Exchange and correlation corrections

do not influence much the odd power series as Eqs. (9) and (10) show ^ but they do

influence the even power series already in its very leading term n(0). The

numerical calculations of Slngvi and coworkers clearly show that n(0) is

sensitive to the form the function Y(q) assumes. However, the slope of n(r)

at the origin is independent of -y and equals to -2 1 n Q , which is perhaps

the most interesting result of this note.
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(10)

where y means y(~) and nQ is kf,/(3ir ) the electron density of the host
crys ta l . The terms free of Y are those obtained in I, The terms in Eq.(10)
following -Z/r are related to the terms in n 'by Poisson's equation
( l / r ) (r/V) = - k IT n and this can be used as a check on the calculations,
or to generate one series from the other. There is no linear term in V(r) , as
th is would lead to a singular 1/r term in n ( r ) .
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